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Behavioural plasticity is important for survival and to adapt to a dynamic environment. However, it is known that many animals
exhibit fixed behavioural responses termed behavioural syndromes. That said, even when exhibiting such fixed behavioural
responses, animals still show variability in their behaviour. We here evaluate the variability in exploration behaviour in the
frog Silurana (Xenopus) tropicalis by quantifying two different metrics of variability: the absolute difference between two
sets of measurements, and the individual stability statistic. Our results show differences in the intra-individual variability
between groups of frogs that can be assigned to different behavioural syndromes. Marked differences in variability also occur
between males and females, with males being more stereotyped in their responses. Frogs identified as belonging to different
behavioural groups (i.e. shy, intermediate, and bold) differed in the variability of the expression of these strategies, with
bold individuals being more stereotypic in the exploration of an identical, novel environment. These observations may have
implications for the evolution of behaviour in natural populations.
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INTRODUCTION

Furtbauer et al., 2015). Phenotypic plasticity characterises
the component of a behavioural response that is context
dependent, and reaction norms describe the behavioural
shift occurring due to behavioural plasticity. These are
two key elements describing potential variability in
behaviour. Depending on individuals, reaction norms can
be different and illustrate dynamic responses to variable
environmental contexts (Dingemanse & Wolf, 2013).
Behavioural plasticity has been observed in several
species (Dingemanse et al., 2009) and is intimately linked
to the evolutionary responses of animals in variable
environments (Foster & Sih, 2013; Snell-Rood, 2013). In
this context, understanding behavioural plasticity and
the complexity of behavioural responses to variable
and changing environments is of interest given the
major and global modifications of natural habitats due
to anthropogenic factors, including global warming and
habitat fragmentation and destruction.
Here, we analyze exploration behaviour in the frog
Silurana (Xenopus) tropicalis (Gray, 1864). Exploration
behaviour is a complex behaviour that is fitness relevant
(Smith & Blumstein, 2008). Previously, we (Videlier et
al., 2014) characterised three distinct and repeatable
exploration syndromes in this species: shy, intermediate
and bold. Moreover, we demonstrated significant
differences between the sexes, with males being
bolder than females (Videlier et al., 2015) and similar

B

ehaviour is a major component of life and is related
to fitness and population survival (Smith & Blumstein,
2008; Wolf & Weissing, 2012). Behaviour impacts feeding
and locomotion (Sustaita et al., 2013), hunting (Steele
& Anderson, 2006), reproductive success (Moore et al.,
2005), territory defence (Wells, 1977), the exploration
of novel environments (Simmons & Thomas, 2004), as
well as anti-predator responses (Millot et al., 2009).
Although behaviour was initially considered to be highly
variable, research over the past few decades has shown
that fixed individual behavioural strategies exist, typically
termed personality traits or behavioural syndromes
(Briffa & Weiss, 2010). These behavioural syndromes
describe the persistence of a behavioural strategy across
time and behavioural contexts. Behavioural syndromes
are of interest because they have been documented
across the entire animal kingdom and suggest a genetic
basis of behaviour (Sih et al., 2004). Despite the fact
that individuals may have fixed behavioural strategies,
behavioural responses are not invariant and variability
exists even within a given behavioural strategy.
This variability in behavioural response is directly
linked to the adaptive nature of behaviour in contexts such
as predation or predator avoidance (Niemelä et al., 2012;
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exploration syndrome clusters within the sexes. Yet, the
variability in the behavioural responses within each sex
or exploration syndrome in a fixed behavioural context
has not been explored. Here, we use two different
metrics to analyse the variability shown by individuals in
the expression of behavioural syndromes: the absolute
difference between two or more sets of measurements
(Diff-values) and a more complex indicator of variability
termed the individual stability statistic (ISS) (Dingemanse
et al., 2009). We use these to quantify variability in
behaviour between sexes and individuals that show
stable exploration syndromes.

with a Quickcam Pro 500 (Logitech, Inc. at Romanel-surMorges, Switzerland) set at 15 frames per second. Each
individual was tested three times at different times of the
day (morning: 09:00 am to 12:00 pm; early afternoon:
12:00–04:00 pm; late afternoon: 04:00–08:00 pm) in a
randomised way. This allowed us to test the repeatability
of behaviour across different activity periods and also to
test the variability in behaviour. Videos were analysed
using the ProAnalyst software (Xcitex, Inc., Cambridge,
MA, USA) by tracking all movements of frogs during their
exploration of the environment. Coordinates of the snouttip as a marker of individuals were extracted and used to
quantify the movements of each individual from which
a number of variables were extracted: the total distance
moved in 60 minutes (cm); the number of all movements
and complete roundtrips; the maximal, minimal, and
average speed of movement (cms-1); the latency of the
first, the second and the last movement (s); the average,
minimal, and maximal duration of a roundtrip with
pauses (s); the entire duration of exploration with and
without pauses(s); the total and average duration spent
hidden between two roundtrips(s); the average number
of pauses and the number of roundtrips away from the
wall of the aquarium. See Videlier et al. (2014, 2015) for
a definition of the variables.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Silurana tropicalis (N = 86) were caught in the wild
in Cameroon in 2009 (permit number 000117/
MINRESI/B00/C00/C10/C13). Species identification
was confirmed through genetic analysis (V. Gvoždík,
personal communication). An additional ten individuals
that were bred in captivity were added to the data
set. As no qualitative differences were observed in
exploration behaviour between the captive bred and
wild-caught individuals we decided to pool them for
further analyses. Animals were housed by sex in groups
of 8 to 12 individuals at the Muséum National d’Histoire
Naturelle (MNHN) in Paris and maintained in 21-L
tanks mounted on three-shelf stand-alone frog racks
(Aquaneering, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) with the water
temperature set at 24 °C. This temperature is close to
the optimal performance temperature of S. tropicalis
(Herrel & Bonneaud, 2012) and similar to temperatures
measured under field conditions in ponds in the forest
(Careau et al., 2014). Animals were fed with beef heart
and mosquito larvae twice weekly. All individuals were
pit-tagged (Nonatec, Rodange, Luxembourg) for unique
identification. Fifty nine females and thirty seven males
were used for the present study, which was performed
in 2014. All experiments were performed in accordance
with European ethical and legal regulations related
to animal welfare and experimentation. Behavioural
recordings were approved by the local institutional ethics
committee at the MNHN (#68-25). All individuals were in
good condition and alive at the end of the experiments
with no signs of weight loss.

Measures of variability
Two methods were used to quantify the variability in the
behavioural parameters listed higher.
The first is the measure of the absolute difference
in the log10-transformed values between the three trials
for each individual (i.e. difference between trials 3 and
1; between trials 3 and 2; and between trials 2 and
1), hereafter named Diff-values; where X is the Log10transformed value of one of the eighteen behavioural
traits and t1 and t2 are two of the three recorded trials.
The repeatability of these Diff-values was tested across
the three possible combinations (the difference between
trials 3 and 1; between trials 3 and 2; and between trials
2 and 1) using Pearson correlations (Pearson, 1909). Low
Diff-values indicate a stable behaviour and high Diffvalues indicate more labile traits with high variability.
Diff-values X t1-t2 = X (t1) – X (t2)
The second method used was the ISS (individual stability
statistic) proposed by Asendorp (1990) and reviewed
by Dingemanse and collaborators (2009); where X is
the standardized Log10-transformed value of one of the
eighteen behavioural traits and t1 and t2 are two of the
three trials. If the ISS value is close to one, the behavioural
parameter is stable and shows little variability. To test the
repeatability of the ISS we also used Pearson correlations
between all possible combinations.

Behavioural analyses
All frogs were maintained in the laboratory under
identical conditions for four years before testing, and
had not been used for behavioural tests prior to these
experiments. For each trial, animals were released in a
rectangular container (height: 40 cm, length: 100 cm,
width: 20 cm) with a water level of 20 cm maintained at
a temperature of 24 ± 2 °C (Videlier et al., 2014). Water
was changed with water from the home cages between
recordings. Animals were introduced in a clean tank and
left quietly for 5 min before the onset of the recordings.
Shelters (opaque ceramic 'turtle huts' of 12 x 12.5 x 5.5
cm; ZooMed, San Luis Obispo, CA, U.S.A.) were placed at
the two extremities. Frogs were filmed for 60 minutes

ISS X t1-t2 = 1- ([X (t1) – X (t2)] 2 / 2)
Diff and ISS values were tested for normality and
homoscedascity before further statistical testing.
ANOVAs and Tukey HSD post-hoc tests were performed
using Diff-values and ISS values to test for differences
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between the sexes and between individuals categorised
into different behavioural syndromes within each sex
(Tables 2 and 3). All analyses were performed in R (R
Development Core Team, 2010). Bonferroni corrected
results are indicated in Tables 1-3 by an asterisk.

Each sex can be divided into three behavioural groups
or syndromes as demonstrated previously (Videlier et al.,
2015). For females, behavioural groups show differences
in all Diff-values except for the minimal speed (Table 3).
For males, syndromes are different with the exception
of Diff set 2-1. Male differences were observed for most
variables except for the number of complete roundtrips,
the duration of exploration without pauses, the average
number of pauses, and the number of movements
away from the walls. For both males and females, the
Diff-values were greater for shy individuals relative to
those for other behavioural groups (Table 3) indicating
that individual behavioural variability was greater for shy
frogs.

RESULTS
Absolute differences in trait values
The Diff-values (trial 3 vs. trial 2, trial 3 vs. trial 1, trial 2
vs. trial 1, further referred to as 3-2, 3-1, 2-1) for each
behavioural parameter were significantly correlated
(all P < 0.05; Table 1) with correlations between these
behavioural parameters ranging from 0.38 to 0.68 (Table
1). Absolute Diff-values showed a difference between
sexes (Table 2). For the Diff-set composed of the first
two observations (2-1), speed (maximal, minimal and
average), the duration of a roundtrip (maximal, minimal
and average), the latency of the last movement, the total
time of exploration, and the total distance traveled during
the exploration showed significant differences between
the sexes, with females scoring significantly higher than
males (i.e. being more variable). When considering
the other difference sets (3-1 and 3-2), the number
of behavioural parameters showing a sex difference
decreased, with only the variability of parameters linked
to speed remaining significantly different between the
sexes.

Individual Stability Statistics
All ISS parameters show a correlation between at least
two of the three sets calculated (P < 0.05; see Table 1). The
correlation coefficients varied between 0.16 and 0.55. As
observed with the Diff-values, the ISS between the first
two measures (2 vs. 1) for speed (average, maximal and
minimal), the duration of a roundtrip (maximal, average
and minimal), the latency of the first movement and the
last movement, the duration of the total exploration,
and the distance explored are different between sexes
(Table 2). We also observe a decrease over time in the
number of variable behavioural parameters that differs
significantly between sexes, with only the variability

Table 1. Results of the Pearson correlations testing for the repeatability of the Diff and ISS values

number of complete
roundtrips
number of movements
total distance moved
average speed
minimal speed
maximal speed
number of movements
away from the wall
average number of pauses
average duration of a
roundtrip
minimal duration of a
roundtrip
maximal duration of a
roundtrip
latency of the first movement
latency of the second
movement
latency of the last movement
duration of all movements
with pauses
duration of exploration
without pauses
total time spent hidden
average time spent hidden

Diffvalues
Diff31vsDiff2-1
F
0.47

ISS
Diff32vsDiff2-1
P
< .001*

F
-0.53

0.44

<.0001*

0.41
0.41
0.44
0.44
0.53

<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*

0.43
0.44

Diff3-1vsDiff3-2

Diff3-1vsDiff2-1

Diff3-2vsDiff2-1

Diff3-1vsDiff3-1

F
0.34

P
<.001*

F
0.24

P
0.02

F
0.18

-0.52

P
F
P
<
0.47 < 0.001*
0.001*
<.0001* 0.53 <.0001*

0.24

0.02

0.22

0.03

0.29

<.01

-0.48
-0.48
-0.45
-0.45
-0.44

<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*

0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.52

<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*
<.0001*

0.25
0.32
0.21
0.31
0.26

0.01
<.01
0.04
<.01
0.01

0.27
0.55
0.11
0.52
0.16

0.01
<.0001*
0.29
<.0001*
0.01

0.58
0.29
0.68
0.30
0.08

<.0001*
<.01
<.0001*
<.01
0.11

<.0001*
<.0001*

-0.68
-0.49

<.0001* 0.37
<.0001* 0.56

0.0002*
<.0001*

0.23
0.35

0.02
<.001*

0.6
0.26

<.0001*
0.01

0.13
0.46

0.19
<.0001*

0.46

<.0001*

-0.55

<.0001* 0.48

<.0001*

0.45

<.0001*

0.29

<.01

0.42

<.0001*

0.45

<.0001*

-0.44

<.0001* 0.60

<.0001*

0.21

0.04

0.29

<.01

0.49

<.0001*

0.44

<.0001*

-0.50

<.0001* 0.56

<.0001*

0.42

<.0001*

0.28

<.01

0.29

<.01

0.45

<.0001*

-0.51

<.0001* 0.53

<.0001*

0.26

0.01

0.36

<.001*

0.39

<.001*

0.44

<.0001*

-0.42

<.0001* 0.63

<.0001*

0.31

<.01

0.27

<.01

0.62

<.0001*

0.41

<.0001*

-0.48

<.0001* 0.60

<.0001*

0.18

0.09

0.27

<.01

0.57

<.0001*

0.40

<.0001*

-0.53

<.0001* 0.56

<.0001*

0.08

0.41

0.35

<.001*

0.38

<.001*

0.42
0.43

<.0001*
<.0001*

-0.53
-0.53

<.0001* 0.55
<.0001* 0.54

<.0001*
<.0001*

0.25
0.27

0.01
<.01

0.24
0.29

0.02
<.01

0.46
0.38

<.0001*
<.001*

P
0.08

bold values are significant. * significant after Bonferroni correction.
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Table 2. Results of the ANOVAs testing for differences between the sexes in behavioural plasticity (Diff and ISS values).
Bold values indicate significant P-values and highlighted cells indicate variables with significant differences. d.f. = 1,95
for all tests.
Set 2 vs. set 1

Set 3 vs. set 1

Diff-Values

number of complete
roundtrips
total number of
movements
average speed
maximal speed
minimal speed
average duration of a
roundtrip
maximal duration of a
roundtrip
minimal duration of a
roundtrip
latency of the first
movement
latency of the second
movement
latency of the last
movement
duration of all movements with pauses
duration of exploration
without pauses
total time spent hidden
average time spent
hidden
average number of
pauses
number of movements
away from the wall
total distance moved

ISS

F

P

F

P

1.13

0.29

m=f

1.32

0.25

3.17

0.08

m=f

3.04

0.08

23.49
22.18
22.96
11.74

<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*

8.72

<0.001* f>m

f>m 13.36 <0.001*
f>m 14.38 <0.001*
f>m 13.39 <0.001*
f>m 9.86
<0.01

Diff-Values
F

P

m=f

0.57

0.45

m=f

0.49

0.49

Set 3 vs. set 2

ISS

Diff-Values
F

P

m=f

1.64

0.20

m=f

0.95

0.33

ISS

F

P

F

P

m=f

0.27

0.60

m=f

2.37

0.13

m=f

m=f

0.52

0.47

m=f

1.96

0.17

m=f

m>f 6.85
0.01
m>f 6.18
0.01
m>f 14.97 <0.001*
m>f 2.47
0.12

f>m
f>m
f>m
m=f

4.07 0.05 m>f 11.76 <0.001* f>m 6.78 0.01 m>f
4.08 0.05 m>f 14.51 <0.001* f>m 10.00 <0.01 m>f
8.30 <0.01 m>f 10.84 <0.01 f>m 6.86 0.01 m>f
3.23 0.08 m=f 1.94
0.17
m=f 2.49 0.12 m=f

8.70

<0.01

m>f

1.56

0.22

m=f

2.50

0.12

m=f

1.90

0.17

m=f

2.78

0.10

m=f

6.06

0.02

f>m

5.89

0.02

m>f

1.37

0.25

m=f

3.27

0.07

m>f

2.57

0.11

m=f

2.33

0.13

m=f

4.38

0.04

f>m

5.96

0.02

m>f

3.27

0.07

m=f

4.33

0.04

m>f

1.44

0.23

m=f

2.35

0.13

m=f

2.31

0.13

m=f

3.15

0.08

m=f

0.21

0.65

m=f

0.70

0.41

m=f

0.27

0.61

m=f

0.47

0.49

m=f

9.85

<0.01

f>m

8.56

<0.01

m>f

2.69

0.10

m=f

2.31

0.13

m=f

2.91

0.09

m=f

2.57

0.11

m=f

9.83

<0.01

f>m

8.29

<0.01

m>f

2.44

0.12

m=f

1.41

0.24

m=f

1.92

0.17

m=f

1.20

0.28

m=f

1.50

0.22

m=f

1.50

0.22

m=f

0.14

0.71

m=f

0.01

0.93

m=f

0.01

0.93

m=f

0.21

0.65

m=f

2.95
3.39

0.09
0.07

m=f
m=f

2.50
3.61

0.12
0.06

m=f
m=f

0.54
0.05

0.47
0.82

m=f
m=f

0.35
0.00

0.56
0.95

m=f
m=f

0.55
0.23

0.46
0.64

m=f
m=f

0.38
0.06

0.54
0.81

m=f
m=f

2.09

0.15

m=f

1.92

0.17

m=f

0.00

0.99

m=f

0.09

0.77

m=f

1.46

0.23

m=f

1.70

0.20

m=f

0.35

0.55

m=f

0.07

0.79

m=f

0.08

0.77

m=f

0.27

0.60

m=f

0.48

0.49

m=f

0.24

0.63

m=f

6.51

0.01

f>m

6.54

0.01

m>f

2.57

0.11

m=f

2.09

0.15

m=f

3.08

0.08

m=f

3.32

0.07

m=f

* significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. m = male; f = female

in speed remaining different in all cases (Table 2). In
addition, the ISS also differs between behavioural groups.
As observed with Diff-values, there was no significant
difference in minimal speed, the number of complete
roundtrips, the total number of movements, and the
number of movements away from the wall for female
behavioural groups. For males ISS, all syndromes show
differences except for the set 2-1 as observed for the
Diff-values. However, for both females and males, the
shy group has lower ISS values compared to the bold or
intermediate group (Table 3) suggesting again a greater
variability for shy frogs.

frogs, sexual dimorphism in body size, morphology,
and performance has been documented (Le Galliard &
Ferrière, 2008; Herrel et al., 2014; Gordon et al., 2015).
Moreover, distinct differences in the behaviour of the
two sexes has been demonstrated in frogs (Kelley, 1988).
Silurana tropicalis is no exception with females being
larger than males, but males having relatively longer
limbs and a relatively greater endurance capacity (Herrel
et al., 2012). Moreover, females of this species are shyer
than males (Videlier et al., 2015).
Our analyses (Table 2) also show that females
display larger differences between the first two sets
of measurements and generally lower ISS values than
males. Surprisingly this suggests that females show a
greater variability in the expression of their behaviour
than males. Shy individuals are averse to risk taking and
explore their environment less. Yet, despite restricting
their movements, females show more intrinsic variability
in the way they explore their environment. Interestingly,
over time the difference between the sexes is reduced
to variables relating to differences in the variability in
the speed of their exploration. Locomotor speed often
differs between the sexes, including in snakes (Shine et
al., 2003), lizards (Lailvaux et al., 2003), and frogs (Herrel
& Bonneaud, 2012; Herrel et al., 2012). However, these

DISCUSSION
Sex differences in individual variation in behaviour
Sexual dimorphism is observed across the entire animal
kingdom and is a direct response to the optimisation
of reproduction in the two sexes (Lande, 1980; Hedrick
& Temeles, 1989). Although sexual dimorphism
in morphological traits is well documented, other
phenotypic traits including behaviour, metabolism, and
performance can also be sexually dimorphic (Shine,
1979; Payne, 1984; Post et al., 1999; Shillington, 2005;
Labus et al., 2013; Tomlinson & Phillips, 2015). In
13
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Table 3. ANOVAs testing for differences in behavioral plasticity between behavioural groups. Both sexes were tested
separately. Bold values indicate significant P-values and highlighted cells indicate variables with significant differences.
d.f. = 2,95 for all tests.
MALE // Diff values

Set 2 vs. set 1
F

Set 3 vs. set 1

P

F

P

Set 3 vs. set 2
F

P

number of complete roundtrips

2.15 0.13

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.12

0.89

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.80

0.46

Bold=Interm=Shy

total number of
movements
average speed
maximal speed
minimal speed
average duration of a roundtrip
maximal duration of a roundtrip
minimal duration of a roundtrip
latency of the first movement

1 .22 0.31

Bold=Interm=Shy

5.20

0.01

(Bold=Interm)<Shy

2.95

0.07

Bold=Interm=Shy

1.86
0.87
2.15
0.57
0.28
1.42
2.00

0.16
0.43
0.13
0.57
0.75
0.25
0.15

Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

13.65
10.64
6.11
9.87
8.76
4.36
2.07

<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.01
<0.001*
<0.001*
0.02
0.14

(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Interm<Shy)=Bold
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Interm<Shy)=Bold
Bold=Interm=Shy

21.51
15.39
8.46
24.77
27.55
10.29
4.49

<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.01
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
0.02

(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold<Shy)=Interm

latency of the second movement
latency of the last movement
duration of all movements with
pauses
duration of exploration without
pauses
total time spent hidden
average time spent hidden
average number of pauses
number of movements away from
the wall
total distance moved

1.52 0.23
0.29 0.75
2.79 0.08

Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

7.71
19.29
27.56

<0.01 (Bold=Interm)<Shy
<0.001* (Bold=Interm)<Shy
<0.001* (Bold=Interm)<Shy

2.22
17.05
35.75

0.12
<0.001*
<0.001*

Bold=Interm=Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy

4.08

0.02

(Bold<Shy)=Interm

4.11 0.02 (Interm<Shy)=Bold

2.10

2.21
22.45
0.27
0.90

0.14

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.13
0.10
0.77
0.42

Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

15.71
11.89
0.26
0.17

<0.001* (Bold=Interm)<Shy
<0.001* (Bold=Interm)<Shy
0.77
Bold=Interm=Shy
0.85
Bold=Interm=Shy

7.03
7.67
0.25
1.07

<0.01
<0.01
0.78
0.35

(Bold=Interm)<Shy
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

2.02 0.15

Bold=Interm=Shy

17.60

<0.001* (Bold=Interm)<Shy

26.90

<0.001*

(Bold=Interm)<Shy

* significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
MALE // ISS values

Set 2 vs. set 1
F

P

Set 3 vs. set 1

Set 3 vs. set 2

F

P

F

P

number of complete roundtrips

0.87 0.43

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.18

0.84

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.43

0.66

Bold=Interm=Shy

total number of
movements
average speed
maximal speed
minimal speed
average duration of a roundtrip
maximal duration of a roundtrip
minimal duration of a roundtrip
latency of the first movement

1.19 0.32

Bold=Interm=Shy

4.21

0.02

Bold=Interm=Shy

1.71

0.20

Bold=Interm=Shy

2.35
1.89
1.15
0.91
0.47
1.05
2.68

0.11
0.17
0.33
0.41
0.63
0.36
0.08

Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

18.59 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
16.73 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
6.93
<0.01
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
10.07 <0.001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
11.00 <0.001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
3.20
0.05
Bold=Interm=Shy
2.07
0.14
Bold=Interm=Shy

16.95
14.17
10.26
24.70
30.50
6.20
6.36

<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.01
<0.01

Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)

latency of the second movement
latency of the last movement
duration of all movements with
pauses
duration of exploration without
pauses
total time spent hidden
average time spent hidden
average number of pauses
number of movements away from
the wall
total distance moved

2.11 0.14
0.47 0.63
2.46 0.10

Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

7.05
<0.01
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
21.56 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
28.80 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)

2.52
20.60
46.52

0.0953
<0.0001*
<0.0001*

Bold=Interm=Shy
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)

3.13 0.06

Bold=Interm=Shy

1.07

3.10

0.06

Bold=Interm=Shy

2.66
3.03
0.29
0.69

0.08
0.06
0.75
0.69

Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

18.71 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
17.24 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
0.14
0.87
Bold=Interm=Shy
0.03
0.97
Bold=Interm=Shy

8.31
11.69
0.31
0.61

<0.01
<0.001*
0.732
0.55

Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

1.21 0.31

Bold=Interm=Shy

20.56 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)

25.59

<0.0001*

Shy<(Bold=Interm)

0.35

Bold=Interm=Shy

* significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
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FEMALE // Diff values

Set 2 vs. set 1
F

P

number of complete roundtrips

3.67

0.03

total number of
movements
average speed
maximal speed
minimal speed
average duration of a roundtrip
maximal duration of a roundtrip
minimal duration of a roundtrip
latency of the first movement

3.61

0.03

7.31
5.81
1.53
15.00
12.56
16.55
10.01

<0.001*
<0.001*
0.022
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*

Set 3 vs. set 1
F

P

(Shy<Interm)=Bold

4.50

0.01

(Bold<Interm)=Shy

1.54

0.22

P

Shy<(Bold=Interm)

4.12

0.02

(Shy<Bold)=Interm

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.56

0.58

Bold=Interm=Shy

(Bold<Interm)=Shy
(Bold<Interm)=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold<Interm<Shy
(Bold<Shy)=Interm
(Bold=Interm)<Shy
Bold<Interm<Shy

4.88
7.89
0.25
5.19
3.44
3.15
3.07

0.01
<0.001*
0.78
<0.01
0.04
0.05
0.05

(Bold<Interm)=Shy
(Bold<Interm)=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
(Bold<Interm)=Shy
(Bold<Interm)=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

<0.001* Shy<Bold<Interm
<0.001* Bold<(Interm=Shy)
<0.01 Bold<(Interm=Shy)

6.26
5.79
4.01

<0.01
<0.01
0.02

Shy<Bold<Interm
(Bold<Interm)=Shy
(Bold<Interm)=Shy

Bold< (Interm=Shy) 4.44
0.02
(Bold<Interm)=Shy 4.56
0.01
Bold=Interm=Shy
0.22
0.8
Bold<Interm<Shy
9.93 <0.001*
Bold< (Interm=Shy) 5.71
<0.01
Bold<Interm<Shy 10.72 <0.001*
(Bold=Interm)<Shy 10.41 <0.001*

latency of the second movement
6.89 <0.01 (Bold=Shy)<Interm
latency of the last movement
9.64 <0.001* Bold<Interm<Shy
duration of all movements with
10.45 <0.001* Bold<(Interm=Shy)
pauses
duration of exploration without
5.81 <0.01 Bold<(Interm=Shy)
pauses
total time spent hidden
9.64 <0.001* (Bold=Shy)<Interm
average time spent hidden
9.08 <0.001* (Bold=Shy)<Interm
average number of pauses
7.75 <0.01 Bold<(Interm=Shy)
number of movements away from 4.55
0.01
(Shy<Interm)=Bold
the wall
total distance moved
4.84
0.01
(Bold<Interm)=Shy

7.89
8.70
6.13

Set 3 vs. set 2
F

2.27

0.11

Bold=Interm=Shy

1.99

0.15

Bold=Interm=Shy

9.18
8.38
5.37
3.74

<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.01
0.03

(Bold=Shy)<Interm
(Bold=Shy)<Interm
Shy <(Bold=Interm)
(Shy<Bold)=Interm

5.20
5.58
5.01
3.58

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.03

(Bold=Shy)<Interm
(Bold=Shy)<Interm
(Bold<Shy)=Interm
(Shy<Bold)=Interm

3.56

0.03

Bold=Interm=Shy

2.43

0.10

Bold=Interm=Shy

* significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
FEMALE // ISS values

Set 2 vs. set 1

Set 3 vs. set 1

Set 3 vs. set 2

F

P

F

P

F

P

number of complete roundtrips

1.06

0.35

Bold=Interm=Shy

1.87

0.16

Bold=Interm=Shy

2.54

0.09

Bold=Interm=Shy

total number of
movements
average speed
maximal speed
minimal speed
average duration of a roundtrip
maximal duration of a roundtrip
minimal duration of a roundtrip
latency of the first movement
latency of the second movement
latency of the last movement
duration of all movements with
pauses
duration of exploration without
pauses
total time spent hidden
average time spent hidden
average number of pauses

2.54

0.09

Bold=Interm=Shy

2.44

2.44

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.56

0.58

Bold=Interm=Shy

3.58
2.59
0.94
15.88
10.43
24.76
17.3
4.96
8.56
8.2

0.03
0.08
0.39
<0.0001*
<0.001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.01
<0.001*
<0.001*

Bold=Interm=Shy 3.30
0.04
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
4.0
0.02
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
0.12
0.89
Bold=Interm=Shy
Shy<Interm<Bold 13.55 <0.0001* Shy<Interm<Bold
Shy<Interm<Bold 5.85
<0.01
Shy<Interm<Bold
Shy<(Bold=Interm) 17.33 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
Shy<(Bold=Interm) 16.72 <0.0001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
7
<0.01
Interm<Bold<Shy
Shy<Interm<Bold 8.56 <0.001* Shy<Interm<Bold
(Interm=Shy)<Bold 4.88
0.01
(Bold<Shy)=Interm

2.57
4.66
0.32
5.49
3.70
5.12
4.96
5.98
5.31
3.53

0.09
0.01
0.73
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.04

Bold=Interm=Shy
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy
(Shy<Bold)=Interm
Bold=Interm=Shy
Shy<(Bold=Interm)
(Shy<Bold)=Interm
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
(Interm<Bold)=Shy

4.5

0.02

(Interm<Bold)=Shy

1.83

0.17

Bold=Interm=Shy

2.06

0.14

Bold=Interm=Shy

7.53
6.57
4.89

<0.01
<0.01
0.01

(Interm<Bold)=Shy
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
(Interm=Shy)<Bold

5.98
5.88
2.35

<0.01
<0.01
0.11

(Interm<Bold)=Shy
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
Bold=Interm=Shy

3.33
4.24
8.05

number of movements away from 2.6
the wall
total distance moved
3.42

0.08

Bold=Interm=Shy

1.82

0.17

Bold=Interm=Shy

1.95

0.15

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.04

(Interm<Bold)=Shy

4.00

0.02

(Interm<Bold)=Shy

0.15

0.05

Bold=Interm=Shy

0.04
Bold=Interm=Shy
0.02
(Interm<Bold)=Shy
<0.001* Shy<(Bold=Interm)

* significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
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are typically measured as maximal locomotor capacity.
Here, variability in the voluntary speeds selected during
the exploration of a novel environment differed, with
males selecting higher speeds that differ less from one
trial to the next (Videlier et al., 2015). Voluntary speed
can be different from maximal speed and be dependent
on condition, on season, and on sex as observed in
salamanders (Finkler et al., 2003). Male S. tropicalis
showed a more stereotyped movement speed across
trials. Females, in contrast, adapt their movement speed
more based on their experience with the experimental
condition. This suggests that both sexes show a different
level of flexibility in their behavioural response, even
under stable environmental conditions. Whereas
behaviour in males thus appears more 'hard-wired',
females show evidence of a more dynamic response in
the expression of their behaviour.

et al., 2013). Consequently natural selection may erode
the variability in exploration behaviours observed if
exploration behaviour is indeed heritable (Falconer,
1961). Several previous studies have highlighted the
heritable nature of exploration behaviour (Dingemanse
et al., 2002; Van Oers et al., 2004) suggesting that
this may also be the case in S. tropicalis. The link
between boldness and aggression (Quinn & Cresswell,
2005; Wilson & Godin, 2009; Thomson et al., 2011)
could constitute another selective advantage of bold
individuals, especially in the context of male-male
competition and anti-predator behaviour. This may over
time induce more stereotyped exploration behaviours
in populations, resulting in an overall behavioural
specialisation. However, in the context of global change
resulting in more variable climatic contexts, generalist
individuals may have higher fitness than specialists (Berg
et al., 2010; Sih, 2013). Moreover, it has been suggested
that generalists maintain gene flow more and can adapt
faster to change (Simmons & Thomas, 2004). Thus, our
laboratory study of the intra-individual variability of
exploration behavioural in S. tropicalis highlights how
habitat fragmentation could potentially impact this
species in the wild. More stereotyped and specialised
responses, in addition to the multiple problems already
induced by habitat fragmentation, may impact the
resilience of a population to environmental change
leading possibly to reduced gene flow (Dixo et al., 2009),
an increase in local adaptation (Huey et al., 2009), and
possibly even species extinction (Hilliers et al., 2008).

Variability within behavioural syndromes
In S. tropicalis three different behavioural syndromes
have been observed: bold, shy, and intermediate
(Videlier et al., 2014). These three syndromes were
moreover identified for both sexes (Videlier et al., 2015).
Our two measures of behavioural variability (Diff and
ISS) showed similar results when comparing the three
syndromes within each sex. In both sexes, shy frogs show
greater differences between two sets of measurements
and lower ISS values compared to bold and intermediate
frogs. Part of this greater variability may have been
caused by the fact that shy frogs move very little.
Consequently, any additional movement from one trial
to another may impact the Diff or ISS scores to a greater
degree than for animals that already move much more,
such as intermediate or bold individuals. Bold individuals
have been described as more proactive (Sih et al., 2004;
Bell, 2007; Frost et al., 2007) with a curiosity to explore
(Von Merten & Siemers, 2012) and are generally more
aggressive (Kralj-Fišer & Schneider, 2012) compared to
shy individuals. Despite the consistency of individuals
in their behavioural response, intra-individual variation
can been observed (Dingemanse et al., 2007; Highcock
& Carter, 2014). Bold individuals appear more rigid in
their behavioural pattern and show less variability from
one trial to the next. This observation is pertinent and
this has also been documented in mice and fish (Benus
et al., 1990; Sih et al., 2004; Kareklas et al., 2016). To
conclude, in general, proactive (bold) individuals appear
more stereotyped than reactive (shy) ones. Interestingly,
for males, differences between syndromes appear only
when comparing the third set of measurements to sets
one and two, contrary to females which show consistent
differences across all sets of measurements. This further
highlights the conservative nature of males showing more
stereotyped movements and exploration behaviours.
Habitat fragmentation is known to strongly affect the
tropical West-African rainforest belt which is the native
home of these frogs (Achard et al., 2002; Wright, 2005).
Habitat fragmentation is likely to act on exploration
behaviour. Indeed, bold individuals may be selected
for to counter the effect of an increase in the distance
between isolated fragments (Berg et al., 2010; Buckley
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